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SKU Quantity Picture Size cm
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Retail price

Design store 
price

Description

TH02 1 120x180 $225.00 $168.75

Our eco-cotton throws are woven on semi automated 
looms in Bulgaria. Cold water felting gives them the 

softest touch imaginable. Cotton fringe from the USA, 
hand stitched border in cotton thread by Zita in Hungary. 

Ue for every occasion that warrants a cosy snuggle up 
moment or more.

TH04 3 120x180 $365.00 $273.75

Our eco-cotton throws are woven on semi automated 
looms in Bulgaria. Cold water felting gives them the 

softest touch imaginable. Cotton fringe from the USA, 
hand stitched border in cotton thread by Zita in Hungary. 

Ue for every occasion that warrants a cosy snuggle up 
moment or more.

TH05 1 120x180 $365.00 $273.75

Our eco-cotton throws are woven on semi automated 
looms in Bulgaria. Cold water felting gives them the 

softest touch imaginable. Cotton fringe from the USA, 
hand stitched border in cotton thread by Zita in Hungary. 

Ue for every occasion that warrants a cosy snuggle up 
moment or more.

TH10 1 120x180 $375.00 $281.25

Our eco-cotton throws are woven on semi automated 
looms in Bulgaria. Cold water felting gives them the 
softest touch imaginable. Hand stitched border and 

tassels in cotton thread by Zita in Hungary. Ue for every 
occasion that warrants a cosy snuggle up moment or 

more.



TH18 1 140x110 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Hand 

stitched eco-Cotton back, woven in Bulgaria. Cotton 
fringe made in the USA. One of a kind.

TH19 1 180x115 $395.00 $296.25
Antique Hungarian hemp blanket, with loom woven eco-

cotton back from Bulgaria. Each piece is one of a kind.

TH20 1 115x155 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 

back woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of 
a kind.

TH21 1 165x110 $220.00 $165.00
One of a kind, market find. Vintage, modern design, 

hand woven Hungarian hemp. Indigo over-dye on 
antique hand woven hemp back. Double sided.

TH22 2 115x170 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 
hand stitched back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in 

the USA.



TH23 1 135x120 $290.00 $217.50
Loom woven eco-cotton blanket from Bulgaria, Blanket 
stitched trim. Woven on vintage semi automatic artisan 

looms.

TH25 1 120x180 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 
hand stitched back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in 

the USA. One of a kind.

TH27 1 125x160 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 
woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of a 

kind.

TH36 1 105x150 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 

back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of 
a kind.

TH37 1 115x160 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 

back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of 
a kind.



TH38 1 110x135 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 

back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of 
a kind.

TH39 1 110x140 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 

back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of 
a kind.

TH41 1 115x160 $395.00 $296.25

Our antique hand woven Hungarian hemp throws are 
restored and re-crafted in Hungary by Julia. Eco-cotton 

back, woven in Bulgaria. Fringe made in the USA. One of 
a kind.

TH43 1 130x140 $280.00 $210.00

Limited edition Merino wool throw. Hand 
embroidered by Julia in Hungary. Woven on semi 
automatic looms in Bulgaria. Soft, cosy, a perfect 

home accent pice.

TH44 1 180x110 $280.00 $210.00

Hand woven antique hemp with an over dye of 
Indigo. Using a wax resist process the pattern is 

ageless paisley, influenced by Eastern artisan 
traditional designs. Hand worked edges and tassels 

in cotton. One of a kind. Organic.

TH45 1 180x145 $385.00 $288.75

Hand woven antique hemp with an over dye of 
Indigo. Using a wax resist process the pattern is 

ageless paisley, influenced by Eastern artisan 
traditional designs. Hand worked edges and tassels 

in cotton. One of a kind. Organic

TH46 1 130x190 $440.00 $33,000.00

Hand woven antique hemp with an over dye of 
Indigo. Using a wax resist process the pattern is 

ageless paisley, influenced by Eastern artisan 
traditional designs. Hand worked edges and tassels 

in cotton. Backed with organic cotton woven in 
Bulgaria on semi automated looms.

TH47 1 120x180 $365.00 $273.75

Organic cotton throw with hand stitched 
decorative trim. Hand worked edges and tassels in 

cotton. Luxurious softness. Cold water felted. 
Woven in Bulgaria on semi-automated looms. One 

of a kind. Organic.

TH48 1 120x180 $365.00 $273.75

Organic cotton throw with hand stitched 
decorative trim. Hand worked edges and tassels in 

cotton. Luxurious softness. Cold water felted. 
Woven in Bulgaria on semi-automated looms. One 

of a kind. Organic.



TH49 1 150x180 $385.00 $288.75

Hand woven antique hemp with an over dye of 
Indigo. Using a wax resist process the pattern is 

ageless, influenced by Eastern artisan traditional 
designs. Hand worked edges and tassels in cotton. 

One of a kind. Organic.

BL-22 7 180x200 $225.00 $168.75
Our signature eco-cotton throws are so soft and cosy. 

Woven on vintage semi automatic artisan looms in 
Bulgaria.

BL25 6 180x200 $225.00 $168.75
Loom woven eco-cotton blanket from Bulgaria, Blanket 
stitched trim. Woven on vintage semi automatic artisan 

looms.

BL-61 1 200x220 $450.00 $337.50
Handwoven hemp duvet cover with hand stiched 

little crosses with 2 pillow cases. Coconut shell 
buttons from Panama.

BL-54 1 200x220 $420.00 $315.00
Our indigo patchwork throws are restored and re-

crafted in Hungary by Julia. Hand stitched, woven and 
painted in Hungary. One of a kind.



BL-60 1 200x220 $290.00 $217.50
Our indigo patchwork throws are restored and re-

crafted in Hungary by Julia. Hand stitched, woven and 
painted in Hungary. One of a kind.

BL-61 1 200x220 $285.00 $213.75
Handwoven hemp duvet cover with hand stiched little 
crosses with 2 pillow cases. Coconut shell buttons from 

Panama.

BL-63 10 180x200 $225.00 $168.75

Our eco-cotton throws are woven on semi automated 
looms in Bulgaria. Cold water felting gives them the 

softest touch imaginable. Cotton fringe from the USA, 
hand stitched border in cotton thread by Zita in Hungary. 

Ue for every occasion that warrants a cosy snuggle up 
moment or more.

BL-64 13 180x200 $225.00 $168.75

Our eco-cotton throws are woven on semi automated 
looms in Bulgaria. Cold water felting gives them the 

softest touch imaginable. Cotton fringe from the USA, 
hand stitched border in cotton thread by Zita in Hungary. 

Ue for every occasion that warrants a cosy snuggle up 
moment or more.

BL65 1 220x200 $290.00 $217.50
Our indigo patchwork throws are restored and re-

crafted in Hungary by Julia. Hand stitched, woven and 
painted in Hungary. One of a kind.



DD-F for order 210x220 $700.00 $525.00

Organic cotton shell, Recycled 100% Hungarian goose 
down. Our Down duvets are three season and made 

with uncompromising quality, deluxe, zero waste, and 
traceable to the source.  No feather fill. Made in 

Hungary. USA - full size.

DD-T for order 150x200 $700.00 $525.00

Organic cotton shell, Recycled 100% Hungarian goose 
down. Our Down duvets are three season and made 

with uncompromising quality, deluxe, zero waste, and 
traceable to the source.  No feather fill. Made in 

Hungary. USA - full size.

DD-K for order 210x250 $765.00 $573.75

Organic cotton shell, Recycled 100% Hungarian goose 
down. Our Down duvets are three season and made 

with uncompromising quality, deluxe, zero waste, and 
traceable to the source.  No feather fill. Made in 

Hungary. USA - full size.

P-1S for order 50x75 $265.00 $198.75

Our organic cotton shell, recycled, sustainable and 
cruelty free goose down pillows are deluxe and 

uncompromising in quality, zero waste and traceable to 
the source. Organic cotton, Recycled Hungarian 100% 
goose down. Made in Hungary. Queen size USA pillow 

size.

P-1K for order 70x90 $265.00 $198.75

Our organic, recycled, sustainable and cruelty free goose 
down pillows are deluxe and uncompromising in quality, 
zero waste and traceable to the source. Organic cotton, 

Recycled Hungarian 100% goose down. Made in 
Hungary. King size USA pillow size.
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